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Summary

Mass public shooting, which is not a homogenous incident, is certainly a public health crisis and is comparable to terrorism. But, why should a compatriot take a gun and kill other fellow citizens, in addition to annihilation or termination of his own life, instead of working, loving, enjoying and teaming up with them to make a better society and future? On the other hand, mass shooting seems to be a psychosocial problem and demands a systematic attitude, instead of the customary descriptive psychiatric approach or a merely criminological attitude. Accordingly, mass shooting looks to be discussable more in the context of group or social psychology, though the crimes per se are not analyzable without considering the associated social dynamics. Although laws are a series of civilized formulations for the management of a number of problems at a specific time and place, they may be disrupted from time to time by mutinous people, who don’t find them fitting with respect to their own values, benefits or patience. In the present article, mass shooting, as a social dilemma, has been reviewed, over again, to check its conceivable backgrounds, diversities, comparisons with other unlawful homicides and possible assuaging schemes or approaches, in short.

Introduction

Let’s start with this approximate question: why should an inhabitant, for example, a middle-class youngster, take a gun and kill his fellow citizens, neighbors, friends or classmates, with annihilation or termination of his own life, instead of working, loving, enjoying and teaming up with them? What turns a former kind neighbor into a future foe? Mass shooting is a serious problem that usually has intricate ins and outs, which have roots in a mixture of sociological, cultural, historical, anthropological and psychological bases, and, so, demands a systematic approach, instead of the customary descriptive psychiatric approach or a merely criminological attitude. Sociologically, it seems that when overt public processes are not synchronizing with each other or covert societal courses, and so, may flare up a series of social clashes or cognitive dissonances, a confounding dynamic arises which may lead to improper discharges by irritated, defiant or despairing people. Such kinds of incorrect expulsions, especially if they are occurring increasingly, must be probed thoroughly by sociologists, psychologists, criminologists and administrators, because sightless attempts at management or eradication of radicalism may reversely intensify existent prejudices and bring about further social mayhem, and may not automatically end the miseries of victims or survivors. So, mass shooting is discussable, preferably, in the context of group or social psychology, as like every other misconduct, which is not properly manageable without considering the associated social dynamics. An idyllic society is not a community without crime, but a society which knows how to diagnose and handle the roots of wrongdoings, though attainment of such an objective, as well, is not, practically and perfectly, an easy task. Though illegal behavior is customarily defined as violation of the law, law per se is a formulation for management of a problem through a specific time and place. Therefore, though law is intrinsically a kind of solution, it may be disrupted eventually by mutinous people, who don’t...
find it fitting with respect to their own values, benefits or patience. In the present article, mass shooting, as a serious social dilemma, has been reviewed, over again, to check its conceivable backgrounds, diversities, comparisons with other unlawful homicides and possible assuaging schemes or approaches, in short.

Background

Mass Public Shooting: Description of a Fury

Gun violence is a multi-factorial and pervasive phenomenon (1). While almost a significant number of lives are lost annually as a result of firearm ferocity, the gun violence rates are not the same in comparable states (1). Mass public shooting, an incident in which four or more persons (not counting the committer) are murdered with shotguns in a public space, is, for sure, a public health crisis (2). It seems that mass murders involving shotguns are incited by analogous happenings in the immediate past and, on average, this temporary increase in possibility lasts around two weeks (3). Sociologically, while the level of citizens' trust in organizations, rich-poor gap, challenging public welfare spending and uneven economic opportunity are all associated with shotgun assassination rates (4, 5), recognizing how gun violence echoes and encapsulates organizations may help mental health experts to analyze specific dogmas which may exacerbate gun violence, or to identify barricades which may undermine appropriate access to mental health care (6). While some of mass shootings may be considered as a form of public act and demands to draw attention to one’s protest and resentment towards the world (7, 8), some offenders of mass shootings are suicidal prior to their violence, and many take their own lives, or provoke law enforcement to do so (9, 10) (Table 1).

Forensic Psychiatry and Mass Shooting: Suicidal Ideation and Mental complications as Latent Catalyzers of Unlawful Homicide

According to the outcomes of a study, 59 percent of mass shooters have had a mental health history, defined as a history of psychiatric hospitalization, psychiatric medication, psychotherapy, counseling, or earlier diagnosis of mental disorder (11). Also, consistent with the findings of another study, a significant proportion of mass shooters were misdiagnosed and incorrectly treated or undiagnosed and received no treatment for their psychiatric ailments (12, 13). Furthermore, a percentage of perpetrators seem to have both suicidal and homicidal ideations during the said massacre, or at least they didn’t seem to be fearful of being slayed, like a martyr, during the incident (14). It deserves to be mentioned that suicidal behavior is seen in the context of a variety of mental disorders, most commonly major depressive disorder, bipolar disorder, anxiety disorders, substance use disorders, schizophrenia, schizoaffective disorder, antisocial personality disorder, borderline personality disorder, eating disorders, and adjustment disorders. It is rarely expressed by persons with no palpable pathology, unless it is undertaken because of, for instance, a painful or lingering medical disorder, current stressful life events or traumas, martyrdom for political or religious reasons, protection of autonomy and dignity, or in partners in a suicide pact (15, 16). Thus, though it has been claimed that ninety percentage of people who end their lives by suicide meet the diagnostic criteria for one or more psychiatric disorders, some records have shown that over half of deceased by suicide were by folks with no known psychiatric ailment (17), and seventy-five percent of patients who died by suicide have denied suicidal ideation the final time they were asked by a healthcare expert (18). Loss of important associations, job, monetary safety, and self-confidence, in addition to abuse of alcohol and other substances, which may increase aggression, impulsivity, and cause decline in cognitive capacity and flexibility for finding useful coping strategies, may act as triggers of suicidal behavior in vulnerable persons (19).

Mental Health, Youngsters and Radicalness:

While mental ill-health is the leading cause of disability in young persons aged 10 to 24 years, suicidal behavior in children and adolescents occurs in the context of stressful, chaotic, and often unpredictable family events. Suicidal youngsters, usually, have poor self-esteem, poor personal identity, are often truant, and have poor school evaluations, which may lead to a sense of inadequacy. Similarly, issues of gender identity are well recognized as risk factors for adolescent suicides. The major risk factors for suicide in young people are the presence of a psychiatric disorder, especially affective disorder, substance misuse, and borderline personality disorder (20). While suicidal behavior ensues as a result of an interaction of socio-cultural, developmental, psychiatric, psychological, and family-environmental factors, it seems that, perhaps, radicalization is offering anomalous conduct to vulnerable youths for responding to endless worries, which are fired constantly by the global socio-political milieu (21).

Psychodynamic Approaches to Suicide:

As said by Freud, suicide represents aggression turned inward against an introjected, ambivalently cathetered love object. Freud doubted that there would be suicide without an earlier repressed desire to kill someone else. Likewise, Karl Menninger described a self-directed death instinct plus three components of hostility in suicide: the wish to kill, the wish to be killed, and the wish to die. Some scholars, as well, believe that fantasies like wishes for revenge, power, control, punishment, atonement, sacrifice, escape, rescue, or rebirth, reunion or identification with the dead or a
suicide victim, or a new life, may inspire susceptible people to commit suicide. A study has shown that hopelessness was one of the most accurate indicators of long-term suicidal risk (22).

**Violence, Self-harm and Firearm:**

While some administrators believe that improving background checks to keep weapons from mentally disturbed persons and reforming mental health care systems will address the problem of mass shootings, epidemiological investigation discloses that serious mental conditions contribute little to the threat of interpersonal vehemence but is a strong factor in suicide, which accounts for most shotgun mortalities (23). Accordingly, parliamentary efforts to reduce gun-related risk among disorderly persons should focus on self-harm, not violence. Furthermore, statements that mental disorder is a main cause of gun violence may diminish help-seeking among folks at high risk for suicide (24). On the other hand, keeping out all persons with a history of psychiatric hospitalization from obtaining firearms was estimated to decrease the number of gun violence victims by only three percent (25, 26). Similarly, while it seems that state prevalence of firearm possession is meaningfully linked with the state incidence of mass shootings (3), shooting massacres are not prominent in nations with the highest firearm homicide rates in the world (27). So, while the damaging impetuses must be found within larger cultural scripts and social structures (28), ascribing mass shootings to untreated serious mental disorder may stigmatize already susceptible and disregarded inhabitants and diverts public attention from constructive plan modifications that are most likely to decrease the danger of gun violence (29).

**Domestic Terrorism vs. Foreign Assassination: Similarities against Dissimilarities**

Although a mass shooting is usually known as a local felony, its description as a domestic terrorism, reflexively, matches it with real terrorist attacks, like overseas suicide bombing (Table 2). As said by some scholars, terrorism can be categorized into five waves: the anti-colonial or nationalist-separatist wave, the anarchist wave, the religious wave, the left or social-revolutionary wave, and finally, lone wolf terrorists, as the fifth wave, who are radicalized through the Internet and feel that they belong to the cybernetic community of animosity (30). On the other hand, while group dynamics and collective identity may help to explain terrorist psychology, there are no specific mental physiognomies or psychopathologies which may separate terrorists from ordinary people. Likewise, while there are various kinds of terrorism, there should be a different spectrum of terrorist psychologies (30). Moreover, while most of the investigations on suicide terrorism are performed politically and forensically, and comparatively few proper systematic studies of suicidality in suicide terrorists have been conducted, there is emerging proof that suicidality may play a role in a substantial number of such cases (31). Alternatively, while there is little evidence supporting the concept of mental disorder as a part of, or cause behind radicalization to vicious extremism, organized terrorist groups seem to avoid mentally unstable persons (32). Additionally, it cannot be repudiated that some kinds of terrorism can be a sensible subjective response to a situation of perceived intolerable injustice. So, special consideration should be given to the psychological and spiritual dynamics of suicide terrorism and what might motivate some people to give their lives for their motives (33). Therefore, while mental illness cannot be ruled out as an epi-phenomenon, it is not a necessary prerequisite either (34). Nonetheless, the extent to which psychiatry can, and should, contribute to the stoppage of radicalism is under debate, because it is a heterogeneous process and has determinants in individual and situational factors, like clinical, psychological, ethnic, and socio-demographic variables, (35, 36 and 37), though

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mass Shooting With Suicidal Committer</th>
<th>Mass Shooting Without Suicidal Committer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ideological: hyperbolic antagonism due to narcissistic injury of a resentful patriot, separatist, racist or xenophobe ± other types of psychopathology</td>
<td>Due to impulsiveness of a hyperactive or thoughtless person ± other types of psychopathology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-ideological: blown up enmity and revenge due to egotistic injury of a desperate person or sociopath ± other types of psychopathology</td>
<td>As an exaggerated maneuver by a sadistic-aggressive person for scaring others ± other types of psychopathology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extended suicide: externalization and projection of internal pessimistic feelings of a depressed patient towards other familiar persons ± other types of psychopathology</td>
<td>Aa an vindictive justice or criminal wrongdoing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As an aggressive retaliation or discharge by a nihilist or tired person</td>
<td>A violent behavior which may be precipitated by blurred cognition or slipup due to abuse of psychoactive substances ± other types of psychopathology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As a political protest by a revolutionary devotee</td>
<td>Protective or retaliatory action of a delusional patient against illusionary enemies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As an actual terroristic attack</td>
<td>As an actual terroristic attack</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Grouping of mass shooting based on suicidal ideation of perpetrator.
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in a small number of extremists severe psychopathology may play a role (38).

Discussion

Without a doubt, a complete understanding of radicalization and of how it may lead to political vehemence necessitates the integration of data across multiple levels of analysis and interdisciplinary standpoints from evolutionary theory, social, personality and cognitive psychology, political science and neuroscience (39). Though, hypothetically, a psychiatric label may be found for every Tom, Dick, and Harry, in clinical psychiatry and after subtraction of shared behavioral processes and common reflexive emotions, and in view of standard diagnostic criteria, a usually rare amount of psychopathology may remain for essential explanation of most horrific incidents. A successful plan usually demands fit cognition, sufficient patience and organized preparation, which is usually unreachable for severe mental patients, like schizophrenia or mania, though they are not unfeasible for some psychoses, like delusional disorder, or non-psychotic ailments, like depression. Anyhow, most hostilities are not explainable by psychological complications and impaired reality testing, although mental problems may boost aggression or facilitate its expression. Legally, every person is answerable with respect to his or her conduct, except when lack of insight prohibits the perpetrator from distinguishing between the proper manner and unlawful activity during the incident, a definition which, occasionally, requires a huge struggle for revelation. On the other hand, though gun availability may influence the quantity and quality of damage, its misapplication is not the only cause for the enactment or increment of mass shooting, because given that level of depression, emotional exhaustion, hopelessness, post-traumatic stress disorder and suicidal ideation among law enforcement forces and military personnel is not slight (40, 41), despite that they have open access to weapons, mass shooting or gun violence is not more among them, in comparison with general population; a fact which may denote that firearm per se can be safe if its usage is attended with skill, insight and commitment. The collective unconscious of folks or a group of people may be impacted unintentionally by contrasting circumstances, and decides reflexively in favor of their interior proclivities, disregard for peripheral realities, proclaimed aims or ongoing exertions. Similarly, ideological, ethnic or cultural clashes between minority groups and the majority of society, if intensified messily, may make the milieu ready for further polarization and manifest hostility. In such a situation, passion dislocates logic and prejudice displaces objectivity. A dichotomized system, too, may intensify the problems, instead of mitigating them. In such circumstances, even seemingly unrelated issues, like globalization, may be considered as a cause for shrinkage of the subjective sense of happiness or contentment among susceptible peoples, by displacing investments from internal to external resources and slowing of improvement of infrastructures and sociocultural circumstances. Folks are usually in search of nearby and visible blamable for their own problems. While disturbance of emotion and / or conduct may be one of the clinical features of adjustment disorder in any person who meets significant stress, irritability and unusual conduct in a depressed adolescent is an acknowledged phenomenon in clinical psychiatry. On the other hand, around half of mature individuals suffering from major depressive disorder may not be aware of their own mental problem, which may provoke wrongdoings due to the absence of fair-minded judgement. The said situation, if becomes aggravated by paranoid or schizotypal personality disorder or traits, may easily turn usual ideas, doubts or protective policies into secondary delusions and hostile tactics. Similarly, cognitive dissonance, which results from an unsolvable clash between their own certainties and nearby realities, is stress per se, which may warm up susceptible individuals for further complications. Though extended suicide may explain a number of mass shootings, it is not applicable to most of them, because it happens with reference to persons who are in close contact with suicidal offenders and it doesn’t involve unfamiliar persons, pedestrians, classmates, or shoppers. Moreover, extended suicide is a delusional deed for protecting murdered families or friends from further agony or hard luck, while mass shooting is frequently intended for imposing, aggressively, the most devastation or pain on targets and survivors. In spite of the domestic silhouette of mass shooting, there are some similarities between local mass shootings and other unlawful homicides, especially foreign terrorist attacks and suicide bombings (Table 2). For example, hatred, hostility and revenge have a key role in both, while a mass shooting is usually recognized as a non-political radical doing between subnational or native citizens and suicide bombing is usually known as a political brawl between citizens and nemeses. Nevertheless, as a matter of fact, there is no clear border between the said outlines or categorizations, because commonly a mixture of them may be found in different terrorist acts, depending on the cause or target. So, maybe there is no clear demarcation between fellow citizens vs. foreigners in the frame of mind of a non-mercenary combatant, who has decided to eradicate his supposed enemies. Among all the aforementioned dynamics, unsolved hate is sufficient for turning an ordinary disagreement or inclination into an absolute extremism, and displaces constructive problem solving tactics by radical maneuvers and catastrophic outcomes. History was never devoid of fratricide, civil wars and in-house skirmishes. Nevertheless, why should a compatriot attempt to assassinate other residents, instead of enjoying his life and backing his society? Maybe, because
Unlawful Homicide | Mass shooting | Suicide bombing | Serial killing | Manslaughter |
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- |
Politically aware conflict | Occasionally | Definitely | No | No |
Ideological (based on radical chauvinism, racism, separatism....) | Occasionally | Occasionally | No | No |
Due to Hatred | Yes | Yes | Maybe | Commonly Yes |
As a retaliatory act | Occasionally | Occasionally | Occasionally | Occasionally |
Acquaintance with Targets | Maybe known or unknown | Maybe known or unknown | Elective | Identified |
Machiavellian abuse of Targets as indispensable sacrifices | Occasionally | Always | No | No |
Suicidal ideation in the Perpetrator | Occasionally | Yes | No | No |
As an Extended suicide | Occasionally | No | No | No |
As a copycat | Occasionally | No | No | No |
Due to mental problems | Occasionally | No | No | No |
Derived from Impulsiveness | Occasionally | No | No | No |
Sociocultural influences | Conceivable | No | No | No |
Cultural militarism | Conceivable | No | No | No |
Political militarism | No | Definitely | No | No |
Offender’s individuality | Of any kind | Of any kind | Of any kind | Of any kind |
Familial background | Of any kind | Of any kind | Of any kind | Of any kind |
Legal background | Of any kind | Of any kind | Of any kind | Of any kind |
Gender | Male | Mostly Male | Usually Male | Male or female |

Table 3: Conceivable traits of mass shooters and possible pacifying tactics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Disposing Characteristics</th>
<th>Conceivable Alleviating Mottos or Outlooks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Individualism</td>
<td>There will be no civilization without kind interaction with other residents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Narcissism</td>
<td>There will be no community without mutual care between honest and hardworking people</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desperateness</td>
<td>Enhancement of accessibility to mental health services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cynicism</td>
<td>Promotion of trust in system and administrators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antagonism</td>
<td>Proper anti-thesis against hostile thesis, with constant appraisal and feedback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vengeance</td>
<td>Enhancement of faith in the judiciary system as organizer of the rule of law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pessimism, lawlessness or Nihilism</td>
<td>Proper anti-thesis against anarchical ideas. In an insecure milieu, no one has safety, even the most extreme radicals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xenophobia</td>
<td>Proper description of historical processes or inevitabilities that make a mixture of ethnic groups an inescapable strategy or outcome</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

the prior objector, conformist or nonconformist has turned into a radical antagonist due to never-ending negligence of his values, life or destiny by a careless community; a subjective prejudice which may lack essential rationalization, and so, may never be soluble, as well. In any case, at all times and in all places, a series of sociocultural problems exist that have no immediate solution and demand enduring patience; a prerequisite that may not be applicable to everybody. It seems that when there is an unremitting clash between influential collective values and dominant settings, which can be deepened or catalyzed by other influences, like financial crisis or social strains, the milieu becomes ready for the budding of radicalism. In such a situation, hopelessness, impulsiveness, aggressiveness, and suspiciousness may bring about catastrophic reactions by a wrongdoer, who cannot find or recognize an apt problem solving strategy at the right time or right place. Injured narcissism in an egotistical person, antisocial inclinations in an antisocial individual, limited analyzability in a person with borderline intellectual functioning, relentless doubtfulness in a person with paranoid or schizotypal personality disorder or trait, aggressiveness in a sadistic, borderline, obsessive-compulsive or negativistic individual, and so on, may induce a corrupt and merciless outline of community in the mindset of imminent committer; a subjective or objective formulation, which prepare the said mentality for identification with aggressor. So, the offender may do what he thinks that others are doing to him. Low self-esteem, also, may facilitate poor judgment due to an increase in negative cognitive bias, which in itself may overemphasize, subjectively, the existent shortfalls, neglects or accidental mistakes. An explanation that is based on a wounded self-confidence, which may never heal, can be misleading enough for shaping horrible verdicts, especially if it is mixed with identity diffusion, alexithymia, perfectionism, or stubbornness, like cases with obsessive-
compulsive personality disorder, or emotive ill-health, like dysthymia, unipolar or bipolar depression or depressive personality disorder (unspecified personality disorder). Hurting of an inflated, deflated or fragile self-esteem, morbid jealousy in any suicidal and narcissistic individual who cannot let others be alive when he or she wishes to die, perceived gap between ideals and deficits, exaggerated assertiveness, introversion or nonconformity, constant reception of biased or negative cognitive input, extravagant stranger anxiety during childhood or exaggerated xenophobia during adulthood, super-ego lacuna, sociocultural sequestration, overblown individualism, to be obsessed with killing, subjective misinterpretation of events and misconception of personal rights may help a susceptible person, who is not aware enough of sociopolitical or historical processes, to perceive genuine compatriots as fictional nemesis. Furthermore, maybe, there is an approximate link between perceived peripheral threats by a system and its projection or transference to in-house residents, which may eventually reverberate in radical discharges by tiring or irritated inhabitants. So, while cultural values, social circumstances and historical events, like previous civil wars or social bigotry and constant struggle between masses and subgroups may explain the different rates of mass shooting among different nations, a traditional bio-psycho-social approach seems to be helpful for psychological autopsy of perpetrators. Though sensible parenting, a peaceful household and a nonaggressive milieu may reduce the quantity of crimes, social complications like substance abuse, joblessness, rich - poor gaps and educational deficiencies may make suitable social balance a dreamy wish. Anyway, it seems that management of mass shootings, on a national scale, is not apart from controlling of crimes and management of social vulnerabilities. So, its management demands a multidimensional and longitudinal approach, instead of a merely forensic and cross-sectional attitude. Unfortunately, since quick settlement of the said parameters doesn't seem to be possible, at the moment, stereotypical and a licit encounter with the perpetrators is not avoidable. While, in the short-term, lengthening the break between such kinds of horrible incidents, by every combination of tactics, may gradually turn an active pattern into a dormant plot, its eradication may demand substantial modifications, which may not be attainable in short-term.

Conclusion

Though mass shooting is not a homogenous incident, an occurrence that is recurrent and many times involves a philosophical or hostile theme, or designated targets, seems more to be a sociological phenomenon, than a psychological condition. Nevertheless, it is not deniable that philosophy, psychology and sociology have overlaps and can impact, reciprocally, each other. While increased accessibility to mental health services for earlier detection and management of psychological problems, attuned political economy for lessening of overt or covert socioeconomic tensions and answerable administration may help to decrease the incidence of felonies, massacres and mass murders, their implementation at a national scale demands an inclusive list of items or reforms, which, unfortunately, is not at all times feasible. Development of accessible mental health services, for detection, assessment and management of manageable psychological complications, though it is a vital strategy, may not work enough if it is not accompanied by sociological, anthropological, and managerial probing and systematic detection of aggravating factors, which though may influence noiselessly, but irritate incessantly a percentage of vulnerable persons, who are indelible, quantitatively, and short-tempered, qualitatively. Though the psychological autopsy of a mass shooter includes the perpetrator’s autobiography, and probing of associated inducers or motivations by means of insight-oriented and symptom-oriented interviews, occasional consideration of the mass shooter as a simultaneous offender and victim may increase the analyzability of the case. Also, an apt educational system seems to be vital for modifying the gap between obscured in-house temptations and explicit societal requirements (Table 3).
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